
The art of the hash table

Hash tables are quite tricky beasts, Doing an efficient hash table or even using one effectively is quite 
an art. First of all you have conflicting objectives of 1) memory efficiency 2) speed 3) problem with the
first one can aggravate the second one. 

you have got two main options to implement a hash table,

• Bucket hash (what std::unordered_map does) –here each slot of the hash table goes to a list of 
entries that hashed to the same slot (hash-value % hash-table-size). The worst what can happen 
is that the hash function will produce a lot of collisions and all all entries end in the same list of 
colliding entries, so that you get a linked list with additional cost of computing the hash 
function.

• Open addressing with linear probing has a lot to promise in terms of performance – that’s 
because it is looking at adjacent memory locations, and that can be quite efficient with the 
memory hierarchy. (on the downside it gets quite ugly when the load factor is high – in this case
it can degenerates to something that looks like scanning almost all table entries). Now the hash 
table is also more likely to degenerate rather than with bucket hash – with a high enough load 
factor local clusters start start to form and to overlap, so that you may end up walking through 
most of the table in search of the matching entry (this happens quicker than with bucket 
hashing! Clusters meet up as a local property and that quickly creates global damage) (in any 
event performance falls more drastically on open addressing tables with a larger load factor 
rather than with buckets – because of this overlap between clusters – actually you can do 
quadratic probing to avoid that, but then you loose the advantage of having the bucket in the 
cache) 

In addition there are many possible usage patterns so that finding a hash table implementation that is 
optimal for all cases is close to impossible. Actually it makes sense to use std::map as a very first 
approximation, when you are not sure about anticipated capacity of the table (big advantage that you 
can’t mess up with the hash function and that there are no table rebuilds); Use something like 
std::unordered_map once you know a bit about anticipated capacity of the lookup table - so that you 
will not end up with a table with too high load factor – this one has to be rebuilt all of a sudden! Even 
later look for alternatives that do better, based on measuring & understanding the alternatives; (Now 
the big gotcha with unordered map in libstdc++ is that if your key is an integer type, then the hash 
function is an identify function – that is likely to result in a lot of collisions, if your key range is not 
random to begin with). My advice is: don’t rush this kind of optimizations, there are enough details to 
mess up upon first try, always measure what is gained.

 (side note: curious detail that the length of the search probe is not something that can be monitored as 
collection classes do not offer it as a return value. You have an indication of ‘load factor’, but that 
doesn’t tell you how well the key range is distributed, I guess it would make sense to have an optional 
template argument for a type that could at least monitor the length of the search probe. Such an 
argument type would by default be a no-op – it would only generate code if you put in an actual 
template argument that does something, well you can still measure mean lookup time vs outliers )



Anyway, here are my notes on what I learned on this subject:

“Designing a Fast, Efficient, Cache-friendly Hash Table, Step by Step”

Talk by Matt Kulukundis on hash maps in the google abseil library (aka Swiss hash table) [ link ]

• google perf tools say that hash tables take 1% CPU and 4% RAM at google – no single 
implementation trade off can satisfy all use cases. (no one benchmark to test it all!) (they want 
one that is both runtime and space efficient)

◦ Lots of test scenarios: Size of the key / size of the value, can you pack several of these in a 
cache line? number of entries in the table – does it all fit in any cache? how full is the table 
(what load factor) ? Find – match vs miss? (I would add: The complexity of hash function? 
are insert/delete operations relatively frequent or is it quite heavy on lookup? Are keys well 
distributed? Distribution of hash function – average, mean, max min values of bucket 
length? Is lookup more frequent for recently inserted entries?)

◦ Hyrams law: with lots of user every undocumented detail of an implementation will be 
relied on by the user (so that changing the implementation is a complicated business!)

◦ Most often use cases at google: lots of insert & find mostly (few table scans). Few cases of 
deleting a value (?what about session logoff?) Very few cases of iteration over all values of 
a collection; Load factor is all used wrong (it’s a confusing thing)

• Std::unordered_set 

◦ does a bucket hash; the value is is a separate allocation (so its location doesn’t move when 
the hash table is rebuilt) – value is stored in a struct that also contains the hash value (so that
it can be compared while searching for the bucket value)

◦ the bucket points to a dummy node that points to the first element in the bucket chain – so 
as to insert at the start of the bucket (why isn’t the dummy node part of the bucket entry???) 
apparently the dummy node also points to the next non empty bucket – to make iteration 
over all map values faster – don’t have to scan for next non empty bucket)

◦ load factor means number of buckets / number of entries (not the number of non empty 
buckets).

• Google hash tables – general tricks

◦ says don’t keep the hash value in the node entry for a general purpose hash collection! If it 
is a map that has integer value as key, then keeping the hash value means to to duplicate the 
key, however if the map key is a string – now here the user of the hash table could keep the 
hash value in key object! (? does that imply they have to provide for a specialization for 
string key type that keeps the hash in the key entry ?)

• Using open addressing table instead of bucket hash (of course with linear probing – try next 
entry in sequence on collision – to keep things local in the cache)

◦ node_hash_set - bucket entries point to node that keeps the hash entry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncHmEUmJZf4&t=2s


▪ plus: pointer stability (once entry is inserted the value pointer value doesn’t change, 
actually that’s a c++ standard requirement on the map container (? go figure, you don’t 
have that with std::vector ?))

▪ plus: don’t need extra value for deleted sentinel value (when deleting an entry you have 
to mark the bucket value as ‘deleted’ as you may not break the chain of colliding values)
problem: not 100% compatible with std::unordered_set (here you can have a sequence 
of pairs that delete the previous element/insert the next one - and that doesn’t trigger 
rebuilding of table for std::unordered_set) 

◦ dense_hash_set – keep the values in the buckets (no pointer stability, but faster 
performance – fewer indirections/cache misses)

▪ also the entry value object needs to reserve special values for sentinel values (deleted 
entry/need to say if an entry is free or occupied)

▪ performance degrades with size of the key  

◦ flat_hash_set – still keep values in bucket; have a parallel bitmap that tells the status of an 
entry entry instead of reserving special sentinel values as part of the key. (status of entry – 
free, occupided, deleted – two bits)

▪ Lots of possible options of how to maintain metadata that describes the bucket entry 
status.

•  keep a special deleted sentinel in the key, now bitmapiis one bit long (occupied,free 
state)

• one byte entry: one bit – set if free; seven bits – part of the hash value (if 0 then 
deleted) – now the distribution of values in your hash function becomes important – 
you really want to use one that uses the low seven bits as these are cached in the 
metadata entry. (16 metadata entries make up a cache line – so a sequence of 16 
metdata + value entries is called a group – on lookup always seek to the start of a 
group/(cache line of metadata entries) and search from there )

• Further optimization: use SSE instruction.  (you have to dig this – didn’t note the 
details)

• now maps with large keys work good (unlike dense_hash_set) 

• make it nice to use;

◦ Heterogeneous lookup ( https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/05/heterogeneous-lookup-
cpp14.html ) : for map<string,int> foo; a find on that object with string argument “aaa” will 
create an std::string object implicitly (type conversion – will waste one allocation!). 
Heterogeneous lookup was added in C++14 to fix that (template trick to allow for nearly 
compatible types); they have that in the google containers too!

◦ Often non obvious when an emplace (r-value ref) is being used – they make it easier to use 
and safe on not needed copies!

https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/05/heterogeneous-lookup-cpp14.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/05/heterogeneous-lookup-cpp14.html


◦ Provide better hash function by default if keys are integer values (the identity function is 
used in std and it doesn’t cut it!)

• further optimizations they work on (lost me here at 45:00 into the movie)

• Questions

◦ resizing: doubles in size when size grows beyond load factor.

◦ says robin-hood hashing didn’t give them any measurable advantage – says robin-hoods win
is that they reduce the length of probe chains (but the metadata trick lets them work with 
longer probe chains without added cost) Hints that you can game benchmarks (? don’t know
if this is entirely correct – better to specify that our results are relative to our concerns ?)

◦ says they don’t compare with other fast hash map implementations – because they are not 
good for the multitude of test cases that they have.

◦ Platform support: (they support platforms without sse – have to support android on mobile 
platforms) 

Robin hood hashing for open addressing tables

Robin hood hashing (Sebastian Sylvan on the subject [link] Also the thesis of Pedro Cellis on the 
subject [link] – (no, I didn’t read that))

• The length of the search probe for an element means how many elements must be examined 
until you find that element. The objective of robin hood hashing is to keep this value as even as 
possible for most entries. It tries to even out the length of the search probe for existing entries as
new entries are added to the table. 

• When the table is empty then all new insertions will get into a position that is near to the 
optimal position. Some definitions: 

// best case – search without collisions.
optimal_pos(entry) = hash(entry.key) % table.size 
 
// for an entry: how many entries are probed before you find an entry
length_of_probe(entry) = search_dist(optimal_pos(entry), entry.actual_position )
 
// the search probe wraps around the end of the table
search_dist(first,last) = last > first ? (last - first) : (table.size – first + 
last)  

So the trick: while iterating over existing entries in the table that collide with the new entry – 
check if it makes sense to move existing entry further away from its optimal position and put 
the new entry right into it (on condition that length_of_probe(colliding-entry) < 
search_probe_length – decide that the colliding entry can be moved further away so swap it 
with the current entry (that was initially the one to be inserted))

• actually insertion is relatively more expensive due to computation of length_of_probe(entry) 
and the need to swap entries; however this minimizes number of steps required to find a newly 

https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/research/tr/1986/CS-86-14.pdf
https://www.sebastiansylvan.com/post/robin-hood-hashing-should-be-your-default-hash-table-implementation/


inserted entries (often that is what you want in a server if you look up the context entry of a 
fresh user – on condition that older ones are less active and will eventually expire due to 
inactivity timeout)

• Says that this keeps chains small on average so that you can use it effectively with large load 
factor (?) also search for missing keys is bound, if you know the maximum length of all search 
probes – you can just report the missing keys if your search exceeds this maximum length (? 
didn’t quite understand how you can know the the bound on the maximum probe length?)

You can do better than std::unordered_map by Malte Skarupke

That’s a great talk! Repeatedly examine and improves open addressing vs bucket hash. [ link ]

• Test cases and performance/priorities for hash tables (most important first)

◦ successful lookup

◦ unsuccessful lookup

◦ insert (in general you have much fewer inserts than lookups) 

◦ erase – (some users can skip that and only discard the whole table)

• What is the base line? Measures mean time of lookup on lookup in Container_type<int,int> - 
graphs with x-axis of number of elements. (this is what gets measured throughout the talk)

◦ Measures successful lookup on the same instance that fits in cache

▪ Std::unordered_map – less than 20 nanos while table is all in L2 cache (400 entries); 
less then 50 nanos while all in L3 cache (40000 entries); then starts to grow – 4*10^9 
entries – 300 nanos. 

▪ std::map (and boost::flat_map – sorted vector) are faster than unordered_map until 400 
entries (here it goes off the cliff when it no longer fits in L1-L2) 

▪ trivia: linear search is faster than std::map till 20 entries, faster than unordered_map till 
40 entries, then goes off the cliff exponentially q. 

◦ Measures successful lookup with cache misses only! (creates lots of instances and loops 
through them, so that the first access is likely to be a cache miss – more like reality)

▪ linear search remains fastest option till around 200 entries!

▪ Unordered_map stays around 300 nanos

▪ std::map grows almost linearly from 300 nanos to 800 nanos (4-4000 entries)

• simple hash table optimizations

◦ translate hash value to index; unordered_map does  hash-value % hash-table.size; Now % 
takes 9 nanos (they can’t make it faster);  For table size 2^n can do & instead, that takes 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2fKMP47slQ&t=3s


cycle only. So making the table size 2^n + using and for that takes him from 300 nanos to 
150 nanos (when it fits all in cache, on the cache miss only graph it is less stellar))

◦ at 16:59 says he also got a trick that makes integer modulo faster for tables where size is a 
prime number – and that gets him almost as fast as the  2^n size table (!!!) ; (bonus slide at 
the end 1:27:30) Says 2^n table sizes are not quite optimal – you throw out a lot of your 
hash value bits (And for pointer value keys the lower bytes are 0 because of alignment) with
prime number modulo you use all the entropy in the key so you want to make that faster:

▪ can do switch on table size and in all cases do module constant (that one gets 
optimized!) (boost::multi_index does that)

▪ instead of switching you can have a table of function pointers (slightly better?)

▪ libdivide does fast int division. (gets best result but he doesn’t ship with that -  because it
adds lots of code so that find function sometimes doesn’t get inlined any longer (force 
inline? Apparently compiler specific behavior))

• use open addressing instead of buckets (abseil::dense_hash_map – keeps the key/value in the 
table, no further indirection); need to keep special key value for empty/deleted keys. (gets him 
from 150 nanos to 100 nanos, when it fits in cache is a bit slower than bucket hash!) (actually 
dense_hash_map does quadratic probing, not linear one – to avoid clustering problems.)

◦ problem: no reference stability – table gets resized the entry is moved and pointer changes 
(ref stability is an std collection requirement) 

• ska::ptr_hash_map : bucket hashing: put the first entry into the table (like unordered_map 
without ref stability) – a bit faster than abseil::dense_hash_map for n>400.000 and also faster 
for n<40000, but in between a bit slower than open addressing because link pointers waste 
space.

• ska::flat_hash_map : Use robin-hood hashing with open addressing: (caches distance from 
desired position in entry – limits that to one byte, says chains don’t get too long because of 
robin-hood) gets him to 50 nanoseconds on large tables.

• ska::google_flat16_hash_map : Does the tricks from googles Swiss hash table: separate 
metadata headers that pack 16 entries into one cache line, use SSE instructions for search, if 
match then compare key/return value (these are in separate memory chunk).

◦ Successful lookups: fastest for n<400.000 (less memory ovehead, fits in L3 longer); for 
larger n> 4*10^6 – it hurts that you got two fetches, one for metadata, second one for key 
compare.(actually ptr_hash_map is faster for n>4*10^6). Unsuccessful lookups: fastest 
across the board. (no second fetch). 

◦ Problem: spikyness : need to get the load factor right as clusters start to form. Says: “for 
more then 10000 elements, 20% of the elements in chains of at least 100 items long” 
(doesn’t say what load factor)  



• checked the idea: interleave metadata and data (header of 16 entries + data chunk of 16 entries);
says that didn’t work (? I think he did it slightly wrong: he doesn’t hash to the start of a group 
50:13 ?)

• ska::hood16_hash_map  - add robin hood hashing (for better layout) on top of swiss hash table
tricks: (? again, my problem that he assumes upper bound of chain with robin hood hashing, 
says no more than 32 probes, howso ?)  says he keeps metadata byte: 5 bits for the robin hood 
desired distance, 3 bits for the hash (isn’t that too small – too many false positives?) - result: 
removes spikiness of open addressing, but average slightly higher than swiss hash map due to 
false positives. (still insertions and deletions cost much more with robin hood!!!)

• repeatedly successful look ups for ska::ptr_hash_map – examines length of search path for table
with load factor 93% : maximum length 9, average length 1.46 ! Failed lookups: average length:
0.93 !! (??? how can failed looked up probe length be shorter ???)

• Next hash table ska::bytell_hash_map : tries to combine both open addressing and bucket in 
one table: 

◦ a linear table of key value pairs + ptr (indirection for the bucket link); If you got two 
elements in the bucket: find another slot in the table and put it there, link points to that 
element. (the element is marked with special bit as ‘empty entry of another chain’) (? if you 
later get a real entry for it, how you move the other part of the chain away as chain doesn’t 
have a back link ? later he says he does that 1:19:20)

◦ One metadata byte for an entry; pack 16 of them in one metadata area, then come 16 key 
value pairs. <One metadata byte> := <status = 1 bit>< indirection = 7 bit> ; status=0,1 – is it
a real entry of is it used as part of a chain for another entry? Indirection – link to another 
entry. Now 7 bits is limited range, so takes that as index into table (of triangular number 
sequence that can get very big – so that it is possible to jump out of the local cluster) 

▪ Performance: unsuccessful lookups – slower than google flat table but faster than all the 
others (& is less jumpy) Successful lookups – mostly faster than google flat table (no 
second access for key comparisons) + is fast & stable for higher load factor! 0.937!!!

▪ also: most open addressing hash maps have a pattern of insertion they go slow, this one 
combines the advantage of bucket hashing that it doesn’t have these.

• Recommends rules for deciding what table to use:

◦ recommends abseil::flat_hash_map as default choice (his favorite bytel_hash_map is too 
fresh)

◦ need to check if reference stability is needed – here you need buckets like  
ska::unordered_map (his own unordered_map with 2^n table sizes)

◦ if no ref stability: If most lookups are unsuccessful or more inserts than lookups → use 
google’s flat_hash_map

◦ else: if memory usage is very important? Use ska::bytell_hash_map else ska::flat_hash_map



• closing remarks: says they really need nice, thorough and standardized benchmarks for 
containers like hash tables – in computer vision that gave the whole field a big boost.

• Questions:

◦ what about big values (not int) ? Measure it.

◦ Multimap,multiset?  it gives you big buckets, and that’s the worst case for hash map. 
Doesn’t know why one would need such a thing…

◦ quadratic or linear probing? Robin hood uses linear;  ska::bytell_hash_map uses 
something similar to quadratic numbers- as the redirection jum_distance table grows quite 
quickly for n>16

◦ multithreading versions like having a lock per bucket? Didn’t do that – that’s usually out of 
scope for things like the stl.

◦ Using multiple hash functions to deal with collisions? Didn’t do that – it puts more code on 
the critical path to compute the second hash value, so his intuition is its not too good.

◦ Benchmarks have a problem – they are not quite like a real program, what do you think? He
has a battery of bench mark that can be used to deduce but doesn’t have similar 
measurements like in the google talk where they do perf on a life fleet to see what changed. 
Says you have to measure. Suggestions: use recorded patterns from real application and 
replay that (that’s what they do for testing memory allocators) – agrees with that.

• Benchmarking trivia: For knucleotide  test case googles hash map is slowest (second
cache line for key compare) and unordered map fastest – because lookup here is a 
tight loop.
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